V10.0.2 includes the following new feature, updates and bug fixes.

**Additional New Feature:**
- Toggle in monitor picker in Control to set default type for new scenario

**Updates and Improvements:**
- Numerous improvements to Zoll ventilator and LifePak 15
- COVID-19 pneumonia lung sounds and CXRs
- Ability to add new checklist or lab items when editing an event
- Pacing in/decrement changed to 5 mA in Control
- Screen sharing instructions displayed in monitor right edge drawer when screen sharing is active
- Local network access permission request
- iOS default font across all non-skin/device screens

**Bug Fixes:**
- Incorrect CO2 value in kPa in Control
- Camera microphone audio still being airplayed when scenario is stopped or paused
- Audio not being played through connected Bluetooth speaker
- Control preview parameters always starting at zero
- Schiller R-ECG text cut off
- Ventilation sound only played once on some devices
- Corpuls1 not playing prompts in AED mode when set to use official sounds
- Shrunken dial on HeartStart MRx
- ECG trace still visible in MRx AED mode when pads are off
- Beep sound still being played when ECG is hidden in MRx AED mode
- „Connect Pads Cable” message not removed after pads are connected on MRx
- Disappeared MRx ECG waveform when lead is changed after acquiring 12 lead on MRx

Get the V10.0.2 Build for your REALITi 360 Patient Monitor Simulator in your App Store.